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ABSTRACT: This work reports hygroscopic, thermal, and mechanical properties of biomass
composites comprising sisal fiber reinforcing castor oil PU resin. The effects of reinforcement
geometry and alkaline treatment of fibers were evaluated. In general, alkaline treatment improved
quasi-static tensile properties of composites with short randomly oriented and long aligned sisal fibers,
respectively. On the other hand, an adverse effect of alkaline treatment was observed in the mechanical
behavior of the composite with bidirectional fabric architecture. The outstanding influence of moisture
on thermo-mechanical properties of biomass composites was confirmed through thermogravimetric
and differential scanning calorimetry techniques. Dynamical-mechanical thermal analysis showed
increased storage modulus (i.e., stiffness) and decreased damping properties of biomass composites as
compared to neat PUmatrix. Dynamical-mechanical testing also detected unexpected decrease on glass
transition temperature of composites in regard to the neat polymer resin; resin plasticization due to
moisturized fibers and/or alkaline treatment residues was identified as probably the culprit.

KEY WORDS: biomass composites, fractography, hygrothermal effect, mechanical properties,
thermal properties.

INTRODUCTION

T
HE NEW PARADIGM in preserving the environment, while employing natural raw
materials has contributed to an increase in the interest on the development and use of

derived biomass materials [1].
Polymer composites derived from biomass have been studied since the middle of the last

century and the first patents date from the 1960s. However, only recently a great
development in this area have been driven by economical aspects and environment
concerns, the latter exemplified by stringent law requirements about the use and dispose of
synthetic fibers and resins derived from petrol. In this regard, the automotive industry
pioneers the development of biomass composites, also known as ‘green composites’.
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Natural fiber composites are indicated to application in components subjected from
light to moderate loadings, in many cases substituting polymers or fiberglass composites.
Typical applications include civil construction, furniture, packing, and mainly the
automotive industry. Doors and lateral parts of vehicles have been already produced
using natural fiber in association with phenol, polyester or polypropylene, with vehicle
cost and weight reductions and the additional advantage of exhibiting splitless impact
fracture behavior, so preserving passengers from injuries [2–4].

Due to their large availability and low cost, sisal, flax, jute, coconut, and ramie are the
most used reinforcing fibers. Basically, the fiber properties depend on the vegetal variety,
crop conditions, and processing techniques. In determining their mechanical properties,
mean deviations up to 50% are frequently found [5]. Sisal fibers are quite promising for the
development of composites due to their superior mechanical properties and availability.
Brazil is the world’s leader producer, cropping �165,000 ton/year [6].

Polyurethane (PU) resins are an interesting alternative to be used in biomass composites
due to its great versatility; as elastomer, thermoplastic, thermoset, or even rigid foam.
Vegetal oils can be transformed in polyol, reacting with isocyanate to produce PU resin.
It should be noticed that only a few percent of isocyanate is used for the resultant material be
classified as a biomass derived product. Besides, since PU is more compatible with natural
fibers in comparison to other resins, the functional hydroxyl groups of the fibers can react
with the isocyanate group of the PU resin and hence improves the interfacial adhesion [5].

Considering the outstanding nature’s versatility, innumerous fiber types can be combined
with polymers generating a large spectrum of composite materials. For example, [7–11],
juta/polyester, juta/polypropylene, coco/polyester, sugarcane bagasse/phenolic, sisal/poly-
ethylene, sisal/phenolic, just to cite a few.

Regarding PU-matrix composites, the vast majority of the conducted researches have
treated with composite reinforced by synthetic fibers [12–14], with just a few studies
referring to natural fibers and/or PU polymer derived from vegetal oils [15–17].

The main purpose of this work was to characterize a new biomass composite formed by
the association of sisal fibers and a thermoset PU resin derived from castor oil. Tensile
testing, water uptake measuring, TGA, DSC, and DMTA analyses, as well as
microfractographic inspection were carried out for the full composites characterization.
The effects of the reinforcement aspect ratio (i.e., short� long fibers), fiber array
(unidirectional�bidirectional fabric), fiber disposition (randomized� oriented), as well as
the role of the alkaline fiber treatment on the physical-mechanical behavior of resulting
composites were investigated.

MATERIALS, COMPOUNDING, AND MOLDING

The employed thermosetting PU resin is proprietary of the Group of Analytic
Chemistry and Technology of Polymers (USP-São Carlos, Brazil). Therefore, specific
information about its synthesis process is omitted, although resin characteristics and
applications can be found elsewhere [18–20].

The resin consists of two components, polyol and pre-polymer. The polyol was
synthesized from the castor oil, and the tri-functional polyester with hydroxyl index of
330mg KOH/g was obtained. The pre-polymer was synthesized from diphenylmethane
diisocyanate (MDI) and pre-polymerized with a polyol also derived from castor oil,
keeping a percentage of isocyanate free for posterior reaction. The approximate densities
of the pre-polymer and polyol were 1.17 and 0.98 g/cm3, respectively.
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Three different reinforcing fiber systems were employed in the manufacture of composites:
10mm length short fibers (SF), 100mm length long fibers (LF), and 2mm-thick woven fabric
(WF), the latter array formed by two sets of interlaced continuous braided sisal yarns with
thickness of approximately 1mm and oriented in a cross-ply (0/908) architecture.

Fibrous reinforcing phases were used in-natura condition, hereafter denominated non-
treated (NT), and after submission to alkaline treatment, designated treated (T). During
alkaline treatment, fibers were first submitted to washing operation in distilled water at
1008C for 1 h, and then immersed in a sodium hydroxide solution (10%wt) also for 1 h.
Finally, they were repeatedly washed in distilled water to reach neutral PH and dried in
a vacuum muffle at 708C for 24 h.

Biomass composites were manufactured by compression molding technique. Firstly,
polyol and pre-polymer in a weight ratio of 1 : 1 were mixed up supplying 28wt% of free
isocyanate. Subsequently, fibers and resin were alternately laid down in a metal mold
(18.4� 12.6 cm2), under vacuum (27 in Hg) during 8min for elimination of entrapped air
then closed and pressed at �8 ton. As a result, 3mm thick plates were obtained, from
which all specimens were mechanically machined.

For the polymer matrix characterization, plates of neat PU were obtained by pouring
the resin reactive mixture into the mold and applying vacuum (27 inHg) for about 8min.
In this case, the mold was left open for cure.

The process has some specific requirements according to the utilized reinforcement
array. For short fiber composites (SF), fiber mats were previously prepared by pressing the
randomly distributed fibers into the mold. No binder system was utilized in this operation.
SF composites with three different fiber contents (10, 22, and 27 vol%) and two different
conditions, T and NT fibers, were then manufactured.

For long fibers composites (LF), a previous alignment of the fibers into the mold was
necessary. For this purpose, small perforated plates to maintain the correct alignment and
spacing among the fibers were employed. Composites with 18% (NT condition) and 30%
(T) of fiber fractions in volume were manufactured.

For woven bidirectional fabric composites (WF), the fabric was simply cut to the
required size and placed into the mold. Just one fabric layer was used which resulted in
22% and 27% of fiber fraction in volume for NT and T conditions, respectively. The fiber
fraction of the WF-T was higher than the WF-NT due to the fabric shrinkage during the
drying stage of the alkaline treatment, which promoted a tighter woven array and,
consequently, a larger volume occupied by the reinforcing phase.

The sisal fiber density used in the calculation was 1.4 g/cm3 [5,21], whereas the PU
density after the cure process was �1.1 g/cm3. Therefore, the fiber volume fractions in the
resultant composites are approximate values.

EXPERIMENTAL

Tensile Testing and Fracture Morphology Survey

Tensile tests were carried out in accordance with ASTM D638 [22] in a universal
mechanical testing machine at a cross-head speed of 5mm/min speed, utilizing an axial
extensometer with 50mm of original gage length. At least five specimens were tested for
each test condition. In the WF composites the yarns were positioned parallel (08) and
perpendicular (908) to the loading direction. For LF composites the fibers were parallel
(08) to the loading direction.
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Tensile tests in the sisal yarns were conduced according to ASTM D3822 [23] and
literature [24,25]. The test speed was kept at 2mm/min in 200mm gage length samples.
A universal mechanical testing system was used to measure both applied load and
specimen elongation. Twenty samples were tested for each condition.

After the tensile tests the fracture morphology of the composites was inspected in
scanning electron microscope (SEM). The samples were maintained in a vacuum muffle at
708C for 24 h before examination in order to reduce moisture level, and gold sputtering
coated right before the fracture surface inspection.

Water Uptake Testing

Water absorption tests were carried out according to the literature [26]. Disk-shaped
specimens of 20mm diameter and 3mm thickness were weighed and immersed in distilled
water. At pre-determined time intervals the specimens were emerged, weighed, and placed
again into the water. This procedure was repeated up to saturation. After all, the
corresponding saturation curve was plotted, namely, water absorption against immersion
time. Three specimens were tested for each condition.

Thermal and Thermo-mechanical Analyses

TGA
Thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) of reinforcing sisal fibers were conducted from 258C

to 7008C at a heat up rate of 108C/min in N2 atmosphere with a flow rate of 50mL/min.

DMTA
Dynamical-mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) testing was performed under bending

loading with a sinusoidal waveform of 1Hz frequency and heating rate of 58C/min within
the temperature range of 0–1208C. Test specimens measuring 60� 30� 3mm3 were
utilized.

DSC
Modulated differential scanning calorimetric (mDSC) measurements were carried out

by heating samples in gaseous N2 atmosphere (flux 10mL/min), from �75 to 2108C
(for the composites) and from 0 to 2108C (for the neat matrix), both at a heat up rate of
108C/min.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tensile Tests and Fracture Morphology Analysis

Typical load�displacement curves for SF, LF, and WF composites are displayed in
Figure 1. It can be noticed that the targeted fiber volume content of 20% was not achieved
for the materials tested. This was due to the inherent characteristics of the employed
reinforcement architectures, not to mention the intrinsic limitations faced during the hand-
lay up processing of the composites. However, it is already possible to infer that long
reinforcing fibers are preferable than short ones. Furthermore, the performance of the
fabric architecture (WF) is somewhat disappointing, in spite of the relatively high fiber
volume content. These points will be illustrated later in the text.
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Load vs. displacement curve for the neat PU matrix is shown in Figure 2. The PU,
in spite of being a thermosetting resin, displays a non-linear behavior, typical of ductile
polymers, which means, yielding at approaching the maximum load and reduction of area
(necking) accompanying profuse axial plastic deformation up to the rupture. This
probably resulted from a relatively low density of cross-linking bonds formed during
polymerization, so that the polymer chain segments could afford a certain degree of
mobility. This non-linear material response was exhibited by the composites as well, as
earlier exemplified in Figure 1, though the LF composite presented the highest tensile
strength and an essentially linear stress–strain behavior.

Figure 3 compares tensile properties, namely, tensile strength and modulus of elasticity
(Young’s modulus), for composites with different reinforcement arrays, emphasizing the
effect of the alkaline treatment of the fibers. In spite of the different fiber volume contents,
some conclusions can still be drawn, having as a baseline the neat matrix properties
represented by a horizontal bold line.

Figure 1. Load vs displacement curves for NT fiber-composites.

Figure 2. Load vs. displacement curve for PU neat matrix.
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WF composite presented the lowest tensile strength, even below the neat polymer value.
Three main factors may have contributed for this behavior: (i) poorer fiber wettability;
(ii) the yarns oriented perpendicularly to the loading direction, which hinder to some
extent the load transfer from the matrix to reinforcement; (iii) the cross-over positions in
the woven fabric, which introduces stress concentration at the yarn’s contact surfaces.

LF composites outperformed SF ones, inasmuch as LF have larger aspect ratios than
short ones, and besides the fact that they are essentially aligned with the main loading
direction. SF composite showed an intermediary behavior between LF andWF composites,
just slightly better than the neat matrix.

Regarding the alkaline treatment, a deleterious effect on the tensile strength of the WF
composite was observed, whereas an impartment on this property was achieved for SF and
LF composites. All composites were benefited by the fibers treatment in respect to the
Young’s modulus, particularly the LF composite.

The alkaline treatment, one of the simplest and economical, was utilized to improve the
interfacial adherence and, as a consequence, the mechanical properties of the composites.
From literature [5,27] it is well-known that alkaline treatment removes partially

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Tensile properties of biomass composites and corresponding neat PU matrix: (a) Tensile strength;
(b) Young’s modulus.
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hemicellulose and lignin with the consequent increase in the crystallinity level of cellulose,
which generally leads to increased fiber strength and stiffness. Also, a rougher fiber surface
is generated, thus providing more physical anchoring positions in the reinforcing phase to
the polymer chains. To large extent these factors can explain the observed improvement of
mechanical properties of alkaline treated short and long unidirectional fiber composites.

Figure 4 shows magnified SEM views of T and NT sisal fibers, respectively. NT fiber
presents some transversal marks due to the parenchyma cells, which there exist in large
amounts on leaves and encase completely the fibers. Large amounts of residues from
decorticating processing which still remain adhered to the fiber surface can also be noted.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Fiber surface morphology as seen during SEM survey: (a) Before; (b) After alkaline treatment.
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After alkaline treatment the fiber is cleaner and the parenchyma cells marks were partially
lost, so that it is possible to clearly notice the fibrils (i.e., ultimate fibers) signifying that the
surface material was removed, probably including lignin and hemicelullose.

In regard to WF composites, Figure 5 presents typical fracture morphology from SEM
analysis of a tested specimen reinforced with T sisal fibers. The image shows the rupture of
a single yarn just slightly twisted (in counterclockwise direction) where it is possible to
observe both the good wetting into the yarn and good interfacial adhesion. Indeed, many
fibers fractured in a shallow manner without any significant debonding (see black pointing
arrows).

It is well known that the alkaline treatment should improve the fiber/matrix interfacial
adhesion, so that the tensile strength behavior of the WF composite was unexpected. For
better understanding of the phenomenon, tensile tests for both T and NT yarns (which
were removed from the fabric) were carried out and the results are shown in Table 1.
A large reduction in the maximum load and an increase in elongation were verified due to
the alkaline treatment. In fact, it was observed that during the alkaline treatment the yarns
suffered partial untwisting, which seems to off-set any beneficial effects due to the good
wetting/adhesion characteristics of the matrix/reinforcement interface, weakening the
composite as a whole.

Fiber fraction effect on the tensile properties of SF composites is shown in Figure 6.
Again, the matrix properties were plotted as a horizontal bold line. As expected, tensile
strength and Young’s modulus increased with increasing fiber fraction, particularly the
material’s stiffness.

Figure 5. Fracture topology of WF-T composite showing tensile rupture of a single yarn.

Table 1. Tensile data for T and NT sisal yarns (standard deviation
in brackets).

Fiber yarn Maximum load (N) Elongation (%)

NT 211 (11%) 3 (15%)
T 93 (18%) 5.3 (25%)
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In general, composites outperformed the neat matrix. The best result was attained at
27% of fiber fraction. In fact, this was the maximum fiber volume fraction utilized in this
study, inasmuch as higher percentages favored large amounts of bubbles to be formed in
the composite with consequent reduction of its mechanical properties. Bubbles are
certainly one of the major problems in the composite processing, and they are practically
impossible of total elimination.

Improvements on mechanical properties of SF biomass composites due to alkaline
treatment were again credited to stronger matrix/fiber interfacial adhesion as compared to
NT fibers. Figure 7(a) shows the fracture morphology of a NT-SF composite. White arrows
point out voids formed during fibers extraction along the tensile test. This is irrefutable
evidence that fiber debonding and fiber pull-out mechanisms are acting, which is
synonymous with weak interfacial adhesion. On the other hand, in Figure 7(b)
corresponding to T-SF composite, fractured fibers with no, or just little signs of debonding
mechanism (i.e., shallow fiber fracture) predominate on the inspected fracture surface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Tensile properties for SF composites and PU neat matrix: (a) Tensile strength; (b) Young’s modulus.
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In both the Figure 7(a) and (b) it is possible to observe tearing lines in the fracture topology
of PU polymer matrix (black arrows), with a smooth or featureless region between them.
These characteristics are typical of thermoset polymers exhibiting brittle behavior. Some
bubbles can be observed in Figure 7(b) (white arrows).

Water Uptake Tests

Water absorption curves for SF and WF composites are presented in Figures 8 and 9
for NT and T conditions, respectively. The curve corresponding to the neat matrix

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. SEM fracture morphology of SF composites. (a) NT fibers; (b) T fibers.
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behavior is also showed as a reference parameter. In this study, only SF and WF
composites were evaluated in regard to their water uptake capacity.

For NT composites (Figure 8), the saturation was reached after a water immersion
period of �400 h, with 7.4 and 6.0% weight increase for SF and WF composites,
respectively. The neat matrix absorbed 51% of water in wt%. Thus, the high water
uptake levels of the composites were essentially due to the natural fiber action. Just
for comparison, fiberglass composites absorb �1.5% [28], while hybrid curaua/glass/
polyester composite �2.1% [29]. Of course factors such as composite configuration, fiber/
matrix interface quality, and bubbles influence the absorption process, but it is difficult to
analyze each one separately.

Sisal fibers are naturally hydrophilic and the water absorption mechanism occurs
basically due to hydrogen-bridge bonding water molecules to hydroxyl groups from the
lignocellulose fibers [5]. The mechanical properties of moisturized composites are then
reduced due to the relatively weak bonding of the hydrogen bridges, which tends to
substitute the fiber/matrix bonding.

In this work, for both the composites (SF and WF) and conditions (NT and T,
respectively) the absorption rate is significantly higher in the first few days of immersion;
�75% of the total weight-increase occurs in the first 100 h. However, SF composite
presented higher initial absorption rate and higher water absorbed amount than WF

Figure 8. Water absorption (wt%) vs. immersion time curves for neat PU matrix, NT-SF and NT-WF composites
(fiber volume fraction in brackets).

Figure 9. Water absorption (wt%) vs. immersion time curves for neat PU matrix, T-SF and T-WF composites
(fiber volume fraction in brackets).
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composite for a given fiber volume fraction. Basically, these result from two factors:
(i) firstly, thewell-ordered arrangement of twisted fibers in theWFcomposite acts as an effective
barrier to water entry (the WF configuration resembles a sandwich with resin layers in the
surfaces protecting the fabric of the water), whereas in the SF composite the fibers are randomly
distributed in the PUmatrix; secondly, and no less important, water absorption occurs to a large
extent by capillarity [5] through the lumen, which is a hollow region in the fiber center, so that
the pretty larger number of fiber ends of SF composite favors water ingress.

Alkaline treatment reduced the composites water absorption as seen in Figure 9. SF and
WF composites, even containing as much as 27% in weight of fibers, absorbed maximum
water amounts of 6.6 and 4.3%, respectively, which correspond to absorption reductions
of �9.5 and 30%, respectively, for SF and WF materials, in regard to the NT condition
(Figure 8).

The main reason for this behavior is the partial hemicellulose extraction, which is mainly
responsible for fiber moisture uptake, although lignin and non-crystalline cellulose are also
important, as well as the fiber/matrix interface quality [5]. As commented previously, the
alkaline treatment produces a rougher fiber surface, hence increasing its effective
superficial area. As resin penetrates the fiber surface and inter-fibrillar regions it
reduces the number of microvoids in the interface, which could lodge water molecules,
therefore decreasing the water absorption capacity of the composite [30]. Still in regard to
the water-proof behavior of the WF composite, it is important to recall the fabric
shrinkage observed during its drying stage, which promotes a closer woven structure less
permeable to water ingress. Even though voids also have influence in the absorption
process, it was not possible to determine precisely their volume fraction, so this variable
was not evaluated in this study.

Thermal and Thermo-mechanical Analyses

TGA
Figure 10 shows thermogravimetric curves for T and NT fibers, respectively. These fibers

presented three main physical-chemical transformation stages. The first one, at �1008C,
corresponds to water evaporation, accounting 7% in weight and confirming the need for

Figure 10. Thermogravimetric curves for NT and T sisal fibers.
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fiber pre-drying before compounding and molding the composites. The second stage refers
to the onset of fiber decomposition, at 2508C, and the third, next to 4008C, to the final
fiber combustion. A higher carbonaceous residue was found for T fibers, approaching
25%, confirming previous studies [31,32], but no other significant changes on thermal
stability of T and NT fibers could be determined by this technique.

DMTA
Only SF and WF composites were submitted to DMTA testing. Figure 11 shows storage

modulus (E0) versus temperature curves for the neat matrix and composites with NT fibers.
The drop modulus after 608C indicates the beginning of the glass transition. As expected,
the reduction on storage modulus is more drastic for the neat matrix than the reinforced
composites, as reinforcing fibers have larger effect on the modulus above the glass
transition than below it [33]. In fact, above the glass transition the polymer matrix assumes
a rubbery behavior, while the fibers maintain its stiffness, though the latter will present
some change at higher temperatures [34]. Consequently, the fiber effect on the composite’s
storage modulus outperforms that observed when the matrix remains in glassy state.

Table 2 lists dynamical-mechanical properties of the neat matrix and both the SF andWF
composites with T and NT fibers, respectively. In regard to NT composites, it is noted that
SF material showed the highest modulus at ambient temperature (3.4GPa, which is in fact
the highest value among all tested conditions). On the other hand, WF composite and the

Figure 11. Storage modulus (E0) vs. temperature curves for the neat PU matrix and NT fiber composites.

Table 2. Dynamical-mechanical properties of neat PU matrix and derived
reinforced fiber-composites.

Material E0 (GPa) (258C) Tan d peak Tg (8C)

Neat matrix 1.8 0.65 84.0
NT fiber
SF (22%) 3.4 0.31 77.6
WF (22%) 1.8 0.51 82.7

T fiber
SF (22%) 2.5 0.39 74.3
SF (27%) 3.2 0.25 72.9
WF (27%) 2.4 0.48 77.5
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neat PU matrix displayed identical stiffness modulus (1.8GPa). In DMTA testing, a three-
point-bend loading set-up was employed, so that the specimen surface roughness strongly
affected the test result inasmuch as the supporting pin/specimen surface contact is
continuous. While in SF composite the fibers are randomly distributed throughout the
polymermatrix material, inWF composite the fabric is located in themiddle of the specimen
(i.e., in the neutral line), with smooth resin layers forming the specimen surfaces. Hence, in
the latter composite the reinforcement action can be said to be diminished (i.e., lower E0

value) due to the less pronounced tribological (i.e., frictionless) characteristics prevailing in
the pin/specimen contact surface.

The effect of alkaline treatment of fibers in E0 can be observed in Figure 12 and Table 2.
For SF composites stiffness reduction occurred after alkaline treatment. It is well-known
that alkaline treatments increase the interfacial polymer/fiber adhesion hence increasing
the storage modulus, so that the observed behavior is contradictory. This is probably
related to some matrix plasticizing effect due to the fiber treatment process, as discussed
later in this text. In regard to the WF composite, the observed increase on E0 (1.8–2.4GPa)
after the alkaline treatment was probably due to the higher fiber content of the T condition
instead of a result of the fiber treatment by itself.

Tan � is an indicative parameter of the mechanical damping ability of the material tested
[35]. When plotted against the test temperature, tan � attains a maximum at the glass
transition temperature (Tg), which is closely related to an abrupt increase on the polymer
chains movement [35]. Figure 13 presents tan � curves for neat matrix and NT composites,
while Figure 14 plots tan � curves for NT and T composites. The maximum peak of tan �
and the corresponding Tg values are listed in Table 2. It is clear that the peak intensity of
tan � is inversely proportional to the storage composite modulus (E0), so that the larger is
E0 the lower is the damping capacity of the material and vice versa. The neat matrix
showed the highest tan � peak value (Figure 13) corroborating the fact that reinforcing
fibers, while adding stiffness to the composite restrain the free movement of their polymer
chains, so that damping capacity is impaired [36–38].

Table 2 shows that Tg of PU neat matrix is higher than any derived fiber reinforced
composite. In this regard, the hybrid material, which approximates the neat polymer
behavior the most is the WF-NT composite. Recalling previous discussion on the storage
modulus (E0) determination of materials tested, it can be argued that the proximity of Tg of
PU neat matrix and WF-NT composite might be associated to the contact of loading pins

Figure 12. Storage modulus (E0) vs temperature curves for SF and WF composites with NT and T fibers,
respectively.
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with smooth resin layers in WF specimens during DMTA testing. Therefore, likewise
stiffness property E0, Tg of WF-NT composite is probably controlled by the neat polymer
behavior.

Figure 14 and Table 2 show that the alkaline treatment caused Tg reduction for both SF
and WF composites. As aforementioned, reinforcing fibers restrict the free movement of
polymer matrix chains closer to the fibers surface, so that while the damping capacity
decreases and storage modulus increases, the transition temperature is expected to rise.
However, the results presented show that with no exceptions the composites materials
displayed lower Tg than the neat matrix polymer. This can be possibly explained by the
presence in excess of low molecular weight groups acting as plasticizer of the polymer
material. In this regard, two potential sources for reduction on the glass transition
temperature are: (i) hydrophilic nature of natural fibers, i.e., absorbed moisture,
(ii) residual sodium hydroxide utilized for fiber treatment, i.e., contamination. The latter
hypothesis appears to be corroborated by data from Table 2 and Figure 12 when SF
composite with NT fibers consistently outperforms alkaline-T fibers.

To clarify this point DSC analyses were carried out.

DSC
Alkaline T and NT SF composites were analyzed in two quite different conditions,

namely, molded and after drying in a vacuum muffle at 708C for 8 h. For this purpose,

Figure 14. Tan � vs. temperature curves for SF and WF composites with NT and T fibers, respectively.

Figure 13. Tan � vs. temperature curves for neat PU matrix and NT fiber composites.
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samples with 10mg were extracted from original plates in order to confirm any alteration
in their thermal behavior due to fiber treatment and drying process.

Figure 15(a) shows thermograms of T and NT composites in both dried (D) and
non-dried (ND) conditions. ND composites display a large endothermic peak at �1008C,
which is related to weight loss due to water desorption. On the other hand, the peak
practically does not exist for D-condition, with the curves presenting only a slight
discontinuity at that temperature. Although no clear definition of Tg transition
temperature of tested composites is possible through Figure 15(a), the obtained curves
strengthen the assumption that moisture plays a determinant role in the composites
behavior in the glass transition region, thus corroborating previous findings from DMTA
testing.

Figure 15(b) plots DSC thermograms of as-cast neat PU matrix and after annealing it at
1808C by 3min. The endothermic peak occurring at �678C for the former polymer
condition indicates that significant thermal residual stresses are present in the

(a)

(b)

Figure 15. DSC curves for: (a) Composites with T and NT fibers analyzed in D and ND conditions,
respectively; (b) Neat PU matrix in normal and as-annealed conditions.
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as-manufactured composite; this supposition is corroborated by the peak absence in the
as-annealed material curve.

CONCLUSIONS

Hygroscopic, thermal, and mechanical properties of biomass composites comprising
sisal fiber reinforcing castor oil PU resin have been determined.

The main conclusions of the study are as follows:

1. The surface morphology of sisal fibers experiences substantial changes during alkaline
treatment;

2. The effect of alkaline treatment on tensile properties of biomass composites depends
fundamentally on the reinforcement geometry. Beneficial effects of surface fiber
treatment occurs for SF and LF composites, whereas WF composites are adversely
affected due to structural deterioration of yarns;

3. Water uptake increases with increasing fiber volume fraction, but decreases with the
alkaline treatment;

4. TGA and DSC techniques fail in fully characterizing the biomass composites, but the
strong influence ofmoisture on their thermo-mechanical properties has been ascertained;

5. DMTA testing shows increased storage modulus and decreased damping factor of
biomass composites as compared to neat PU polymer matrix.

6. Unexpected decrease in glass transition temperature of composites in regard to the neat
polymer resin has been detected by DMTA, and plasticization due to moisturized fibers
and/or alkaline treatment residues has been identified as the culprit.

NOMENCLATURES

ASTM ¼American Society for Testing Materials
D ¼ dried

DMTA ¼ dynamical-mechanical thermal analysis
E0 ¼ storage modulus

KOH ¼ hydroxyl content
LF ¼Long fiber

MDI ¼ diphenylmethane diisocyanate
(m)DSC ¼modulated differential scanning calorimetry

ND ¼ non-dried
NT ¼ non-treated
pH ¼ hydrogen ionic potential
PU ¼ polyurethane
SF ¼ short fiber
T ¼ treated
Tg ¼ glass transition temperature

TGA ¼ thermogravimetric analysis
USP ¼University of São Paulo

Vf ¼ volume fraction
WF ¼woven fabric
� ¼ damping factor
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